An increasingly important part of information processing today involves the taking of counts, sums,
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In The set of constants and the set of var iables form the terms.
The set of formulas is defined as f-s: If R is a relation of degree n, and tl,. . . ,t, are terms, then R(t l,...,t,) is a formula. 
The Abe version is given in Figure 3 . 
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Examples
The database statistics we use to . In access path selection, two things evaluate the example access paths are must be done:
Access paths that implement given in Figure 5 . the query must be generated, and the costs of these access paths must be determined. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 6. For every one of these, the variable V2 is bound to the tuple, and the accumulate statement is executed, the effect of which is to add one to x.count and Vl.salary to x.sum. The cost of this access path is given by the formulas in Figure 7 .
A merging scan access path would sort the employee file on dept into a temporary file, and then merge the two files ( Figure  8) .
In this path, the sort creates a temporary file with employee tuples sorted on the dept attribute. the department
The Cost (X8) cost (#9) cost (110) NP (temp1) 9. The fscan/aggiscan and the sort/aggmscan paths for this query are analogous to the ones above and will not be reproduced here.
The cost formulas for the fscan/aggiscan are given in Figure 10 .
The cost for the sort/aggmscan path does not change since the selectivity term for dpbudget is multiplied by a zero factor. Thus in this case the fscan/aggiscan is much less expensive than the sort/aggmscan path.
The reason is that only l/20-th of the "dept" partitions of the employee file are accessed, so that the high cost of sorting the entire employee file is mostly wasted.
Also note that an iscan/aggiscan path would be worthwhile here, and its cost would be only 0.05*250 t 0.05*250*10 = 138. Now we consider a more set of queries' in which there of aggregates. We will consider three cases: (1) both C and C' empty;
(2) C having a 0.25 selectivity and C' empty: and (3) C empty and C' having a 0.25 selectivity.
We consider three access paths for evaluating this query.
The first using two nested loops is given in Figure  11 . The second path using two merging scans is given in Figure 12 , and the third path, given in Figure 13 , uses a merging scan for the outer aggregate and a nested loops for the inner aggregate. = cost(t20) t cost(l21) t cost(#24) t cost(#25) cost (X20) = 250 t 150 t 2*150tlogg(150) cost(l21) = 50 + 150 t NMATCHESl*cost(#22) + SEL(C')*250*cost(#23) cost (Y22) = 0 cost ($23) = 0.1 cost (Y24) = 2*NP(temP2)*logg(NP(temp2)) cost (X25) = 5 t NP(temp2) t NMATCHES2*cost(#26) t SEL(C)*50*cost(#27) cost(X26) =o cost (127) =o NP(temp1) = 250*1*(3/5) = 150 NP(temp2) = 50*SEL(C')*(2/4) NMATCHESl = 2500 (every employee has a unique department) NMATCHESZ = 250*SEL(C') (every qualifying dept. has a unique div.) Table   2755  1412  2678   693  1412  2678   880  1333  693 
